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Nicole Fornabaio/rd.comI don't make you a swordsman fan, you may be familiar with this word, which often appear in crossword answers. It's a term for a practice sword used in a competitive duel that has a protective, numb button at the end. Look for tracks that refer to blades, swords, or rapirs. You will also find links to fencing sports or
Olympic events. En chaperone! Here are 14 other sneaky crosswords that will leave you. Nicole Fornabaio/rd.comThis term refers to a Turkish chief or officer in the Ottoman Empire. It can also mean a religious leader, or any man with a degree or authority. Look for clues that refer to a Turkish general or ruler, or trickier tracks like turkish
bigwig or Middle Eastern potentate. Nicole Fornabaio/rd.comWhat is known as america's favorite cookie? This popular cookie appears a lot in crossword answers. You'll also see it in longer answers like Oreo thins. Look for clues that refer to the dietary version of the cookie, such as lo-cal or calorie-conscious. Tracks like twistable treat or
any variation that refers to cookie's cream filling, black-and-white quality, or dip-ability in milk. Check out these 47 brain games that will increase your intelligence potential. Nicole Fornabaio/rd.comThis noun has several definitions, beyond the obvious. It's a surface unit, but it's also a field of study. In this sense, crossword guides can be
skewed in different directions to stretch your mind. You'll see the area clued in simple ways like space, zone or ground measure, but get ready to think out of the box as well. It can be clued as a force (as in a specialty) or an empire (a spectacular way to determine an area). Nicole Fornabaio/rd.comErie is a Pennsylvania port city and also
the Great Lake. It's also scary, like the hidden spirit in this puzzle. You will find clues that refer to its location or refer to a canal, river, lake or area. Look for puns about the Great Lakes as one of the great quintet. Big G will let you know you're looking for the right noun. Try these other 15 intricate word puzzles that are hard to solve. Nicole
Fornabaio/rd.comThis nautical term is the opposite of aweather or winding position, usually on a boat. The resounding side is protected and away from the storm. You'll see clues for this word referring to all things nautical and weather-focused. Crossword leads for alee can also refer to shelter and protection, such as on the safe side and
away from the storm. Can you tell which plane doesn't belong in this puzzle? Nicole Fornabaio/rd.comAland is a species of African antelope known for its spiral horns. You'll see that clue in straightforward ways, but beware of clues alluding to its African or Serengeti location, or occasionally to zoos. Pay attention to the description of horns
and related creatures, such as gazelles and impals. For some more puzzles that will test your elastic thinking, try to find the missing words in Puzzles. Nicole Fornabaio/rd.comOleo is a somewhat old-fashioned word for butter or margarine that you'll sometimes see in recipes. Look for clues that refer to butter, margarine, or cooking oil. It
can be science in such ways that you think outside the box as in it can be on a roll or sub in the bath. You'll also see it simply as a toast spread, or a butter alternative. Nicole Fornabaio/rd.comEider is a great crossword puzzle to fill out as she has three voies in addition to two common consonions. Usually you will hear about pillows and
not blankets filled with kajkas, which is a type of duck that has soft feathers. You will see clues related to pillow stuffing, duck species, waterfowl and even tracks like pond denizen or where to get down. Nicole Fornabaio/rd.comYou are familiar with the French word for shut up or keep, as in netting? Étui is a small case, usually for
cosmetics or sewing needles. The English version refers to every small case that is ornamental. You will come across traces that refer to the thread holder or sewing sleeve. Also look for clues referring to a small bag, toilet case or small carrier of terms and stuff. Give your skills by seeing if you can solve the first crossword puzzle in the
world. Nicole Fornabaio/rd.comBrian Eno is a musician from Roxy Music, a band that has collaborated with David Bowie and is known for ambient music that appears at airports. He is also a popular crossword lead because of the elegant three-letter combination of his surname. Check out related tracks on music composing and
production. If you can't get enough of word games, take the fun to go with these printable crosswords. Nicole Fornabaio/rd.comA Captain Hook is a gentle partner, pirate Smee. Look for clues that refer to Hook, Peter Pan, or J.M. Barrie, who wrote that play and novel. The word may also refer to a little-known species of duck, so keep your
eyes on the trail for waterbird trail types too. Nicole Fornabaio/rd.comMel Ott is a famous baseball hall of famers who played for the New York Giants. You will see him clued in many ways that play on these states. Check out mentions of Cooperstown, New York (the location of the National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum), and
references to his team as the Giant among the giants. Big G should tell you you're looking at the right name. You will also find simple tracks like mel slugger. Next, see if you can solve 25 of the most challenging puzzles ever. Originally published: August 12, 2019 Union Pacific 9000 is an important part of steam development history and
one of only three-cylinder steam locomotives preserved. ©2015 Ryan C Kunkle, licensed for About.com, Inc. George Stephenson invented the steam locomotive, the forerunner of modern trains, in 1814. After 10 months of tinkering, Stephenson, who worked in the mining industry, produced his first train he named, Blucher. Stephenson's
track was only 400 feet. but its engine pulled out eight loaded coal cars weighing 30 tons at about 4 mph. Since then, trains have been an integral part of world and American history, notes History.com: Trains helped the North win the Civil War. The world's first travel agency got its start thanks to a train trip. The railroad gave us
standardized time zones. Miles of rail line in the United States reached its peak in 1916 (with nearly 400,000 miles). As of 2014, there were still more than 160,000 miles of train lines in the U.S., with each mile creating more than $820,000 a year, according to Rail Serve. Teach students these and other interesting train facts using the free
printables offered in the following images. Print pdf: Trains Word Search In this first activity, students will find 10 words commonly associated with trains. Use the activity to find out what they already know about trains and spark a discussion about conditions they are not familiar with. Print pdf: Trains vocabulary list In this activity, students
match each of the 10 words from the word bank with the appropriate definition. It's the perfect way for students to learn key concepts associated with trains. Print pdf: Trains Crossword Invite your students to learn more about trains by matching the guide with the appropriate term in this fun crossword puzzle. Each key term was included in
the word bank to make the activity accessible to younger students. Print pdf: Trains Challenge This multi-choice challenge will test your student's knowledge of train-related facts. Let your child practice their research skills by investigating in your local library or on the Internet to find answers to questions they're not sure about. Print pdf:
Trains Alphabet activity Basic-age students can practice their alphabetical skills with this activity. They will put the words associated with trains in alphabetical order. Print pdf: Trains Draw and Write Page Young children or students can draw a picture of the train and write a short sentence about it. Alternatively: Provide students with
pictures of different types of trains - such as steam, diesel or an electric motor - and then let them draw a picture of the train they have chosen. Print pdf: Trains Tic-Tac-Toe Page Get ready for this tic-tac-toe game ahead by cutting the pieces off on the dotted line and then cutting the pieces apart – or having older kids do it themselves.
Then have fun playing train tic-tac-toe - featuring railway crossing signs and conductor hats - with your students. Print pdf: Trains Visor. They have students create a train visor by cutting out the visor and punching through the holes where it is indicated. Attach an elastic chain to the visor, which attaches it to the size of the child's or
student's head. If you use yarn or other string, use two pieces and tie a bow in the back to fit in the child's head. Print pdf: Train theme paper. Let students examine facts about trains — on the Internet or in books — and write a brief overview of what they learned on this train theme paper. To motivate students, show a short document
about trains before they deal with the paper. Print pdf: Train Puzzle kids will love putting together this train puzzle. Have them cut out the pieces, mix them up, and then put them back together. Explain to students that most goods had to be moved by horse-drawn carriages over land before trains could be invented. Cars.
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